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ABSTRACT / Resource managers require objective methodol-
ogies to optimize decisions related to forest road deactivation
and other aspects of road management, especially in steep
terrain, where road-related slope failures inflict extensive envi-
ronmental damage. Decision analysis represents a systematic
framework that clearly identifies real options and critical deci-

sion points. This framework links current decisions with ex-
pected future outcomes and provides advantages such as a
common currency to systematically explore the liability conse-
quences of limited budget expenditures to road deactivation
and other road-related activities. Furthermore, the decision
framework prevents the analysis from becoming hopelessly
entangled by the vast number of possibilities generated by the
alternative occurrences, magnitudes, and consequences of
landslide/debris flow events and provides the information re-
quired for the first step of an adaptive management process.
Here, a structured analysis of potential environmental risks for
a road deactivation project in coastal British Columbia, Can-
ada is presented. The application of decision analysis gener-
ates a ranking of the expected benefits of proposed deactiva-
tion activities on various road sections. The ranking
distinguishes between road sections that offer high expected
benefit from those that offer moderate to low expected bene-
fit. Seventeen of 171, 100–m road segments accounted for
18% of the cumulative cost and 98% of the cumulative ex-
pected net benefits from road deactivation. Furthermore, the
cost of deactivating a section of road is related to the ex-
pected benefit from such deactivation, thus providing the ba-
sis for more effective resource allocation and budgeting
decisions.

Decisions related to the fate of forest roads after
their operational life are major challenges to the forest
industry with respect to compliance with watershed
restoration guidelines, as well as a concern to the envi-
ronmental community. Roads constructed in steep for-
ested terrain decrease site stability in four ways: (1)
overloading the slope in the embankment fill; (2) in-
creasing slope gradient in the road cut and fill; (3)
removing material from the toe of the slope; and (4)
re-routing and concentrating drainage water (Sidle and
others 1985; Megahan 1987; Moll 1996). The relative
importance of these destabilizing factors depends on
the design and construction standards of the road and

associated drainage system. Numerous studies world-
wide have found that logging roads increase landslide
erosion in steep, unstable terrain by approximately two
orders of magnitude compared to undisturbed forest
land; however, these increases may vary from less than
25-fold to 350-fold (e.g., O’Loughlin, 1972; Morrison
1975; O’Loughlin and Pearce 1976; Gray and Megahan
1981; Amaranthus and others 1985).

Past forest practices in British Columbia, Canada
largely relied on road construction equipment that
lacked the ability to control the placement of fill mate-
rial on steep slopes (e.g., bulldozers or line shovels).
During such road construction, the natural surface and
subsurface drainage systems were extensively modified
and the excess excavated material was simply pushed
down the hillside. In some areas, the road-fill material
was held in place by the root strength of old-growth
stumps, live vegetation, debris that remained after log-
ging, and retaining walls built of logs anchored by large
stumps (Moore 1994). With time, the logging debris
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